
Dear Jim, attached Richard L Sprague correspondence 	2/10/78 

No, I'm not being cantankerous. 

If this time ha does not do as asked let us forget the whole thing. I hated to have 
to take this time all over again. 

There is always the chance that Ted improved on what I wrote but what does it 
say of Dick if he expected that I could give the FBI a letter like that attached -
under any circumstances — or that it could recognize a letter that does not identify 
him as PA aut orization? 

Unreal and quite immature. 

This is not a good day. I,also did overdo"( it chopping the ice. But alas if I do not 
do it we can have more trouble. I cant begin to do all of it but at and near the house 
it is essential and it in also essential that I remove what I chop out to a safe distance. 

If tomorrow has a sun like today's I'll have all close to the house away, the lane 
clear to Past the turnaround and sees of it clear. This means that when people come in, 
and 411 has strangers daily, it will be as Safe as I can make it at the house, where they 
pax* their cars and walk. 

But I was strong in the letter to avoid any more departures from what I said. 
If you find what I said is adequate there now is no need for yokt to write him, 

saving you that time. 

Please not that I said I'd make no distribution of anything nasty. I think this is 
necessary, particularly to Dud because Sprague is calling him CIA. 

Best, 



Alcbard Sprague 
	 Rt. 12, Frideriok, Nd. 21701 

193 Pinewood Road 
	

2/10/78 

Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530 

Dear Dick. 

Your letter was delayed reaching me because several years ago they renumbered the 

rural routes. We have not moved but we are now on 12, not 8. 

It has been a long time, as you say. I don't know what you have been told about my 

situation so I'll explain and perhaps at the same time explain a certain degree of 

exasperation over having to writ a all over again and ask you to do what I asked you to 

do, not the subdtitutioa, which is totally useless and irrelevant. 

More than two years ago there was acute thrombophlebitis in both legs and thighs. 

Damage was permanent. It reduced my capabilities very much. Last year an arterial problem 

was also disasnosed, further reducing my capabilities. neither contributes to longevity. 

This morning I started 'before 500 a.m., not much after 5, and this is not uncommon. 

I should not be doing this but if I am to do as much as possible of what I have under-

taken I have no real choice. This I hate wasting time. Setting tip that hour is not unusual. 

3omotimes it is earlier. And I do nothing now except this work. 
Our lane is longer than a football field. It is the only way in or out of our plat* 

with snow or ice on the ground. Aar a week it has been solid ice, 8 or more inches in some 

places. I have not dared try my oar on it all this weak. Getting themail represents some 

hazard because I'm on a heavy dose of anti-chagulent and may not fall. I'll bleed inter-

nally if I do and the antioeagulent is to deter clotting. 
Today Manors tired that usual because I spent more time that I should have chopping 

and shovelling ice. When I get tired, I also get weaker and the already reduced blood cire 

oulation is reduced still further. 
I'm sure you realise that I have no personal interest in the personal lives or others 

or what is more probably, the distortions of them by the FBI. 

I havean unusual situation in court which enable me to get the records oh you under 

certain conditions. I vas quite specific about those conditions in what I wrote Ted, 

having beard that you bad moved. If he paraphrased and misled you I'm sorry. But I'm also 

surprised that you think I could flash a letter most of which is none of the FBI's business 

at FBI HQ and walk out with the files on you. You should know them better than that. Natter 

of fact it would be quite wrong for them to provide records on that basis. That way they 

could get away with leaking all the viciousness they could invent. 

I said nothing about the 014 and as of now think I tenet able to do anything about 

records there although I have filed the same request there. 
Sy ability to do this is limited to an TOL request of FBI and DJ that includes an 

item on the OTTA. They told me that for those 'whose record. I want I have to filed the 

kinds of papers I wrote about. on were in OTIA so it includes you. That simple. Also 

that limited. 
I will not be acting as you agent and I neither said nor suggested anyt such thing. If 

I show something like that I'd be *courted of misusing that FOlAvrequest. But in the sense 

of giving you whatever I get I will be acting in the non.legal sense as your agent. 

Jim Loser may write you separately about this. us say VOW have to take time he also 

does not have to provide a draft for you to fill in. Se youll understated, he is doing all 

of this without fee and at the cost of taking cases from which he could get a fee. A  also 

sometimes works around the olok to get done what he is able to get done. .04) his time also 

should not be wasted. 
From your letter you should have already don, what is required, execute an affidavit 

of identification. It includes your SS number, name, address, date and place of birth. 

I think it would help to include prior addresses going back to when you first 3oined 

Nov please restrict it to this unless Jim says something else. The sole purpose is to 

identify you to the exclusion of all others. So don0t even say anything about your work. 

I guess you should say "I have been a member and member of the board of OTIA." (Don't 

even add that you resigned. That is net relevant and none of their business.) 



Going along with the affidavit write this simple letters 

I am the Richard Sprague identified in the accompanying affidavit. I nit 
write and provide this affidavit to &Told Weisberg and his counsel gin Loser, in 
connection with C.A.75-1996 and the CPU Item of the request in that matter. Ny 
purpose is to authorise the release to them and to bobody else of any all records 
of any form, nature or origin possessed by the Department of Justice in its various 
components, including but not limited to the FBI, headquarters and all field offices; 
the Civil Rights Division; the Criminal Biviiion; the Office of Professional Responsibility; 
and any other part of the Department that has had anything to do with the suNect of 
political assassinations. 

Now they'll probably demand that we make a separate application of each and every 
field office. So please give us a list of those you have reason to believe may have a file 
on you. ibis means any place you have made an appearance at least. It also means the 
field offices in whose territories you have lived. If there is a separate one for where you 
now live, include Sew York City in the list. 

Send all of this to Jim because he is the one who will use it. 

Copies of the prior correspondence and records that you refer to can be helpful. 
It would probably be better to send them to me and let me go over them and see what I can 
pick up. I'll then send them to 412 with a separate memo. 

I know some of the records the FBI got from CIA because Bud got some but not all. 
I think there is a way we can handle that: they are required to refer to the CIA for 
disclosure. That they be able to do this is wh* I used the words "origin" and "possessed." 

Where there are occasions on which you met and talked with FBI people, please include 
that in a separate memo. Still a separate one on what they said about me, with details, 
please - place, date, what they said, what they showed you (Ted told me about the pix and 
I have requests for the OA going back to 1968). 

There will be costa, 100 a page, maybe 64. and it will probably include a copy of 
everything you have written for Berkeley and others. 

I'll send 4im a carbon of this. Bell have it Monday. I understand from Ted that you 
will be away for 2 weeks. If Jim feels it i s necessary to write you further or to core 
root any of this you'll have a letter from him by the time you return. If you do not, 
PLEAS do as I ask LITERALLY. I'm getting too old and too tired to waste time needlessly. 

As I also wrote Ted I believe that where there is anything that can be defamatory 
inaone of these records I would prefer to semi any such record to the person involved. 
(In your case °Im or I will sand them only to you in any event, unless Jim has to use one 
in-court. In that event he would mask the nasty stuff.)Each critic can then, decide whether 
or not to make further distribution or to aecmpany any such distribution with a memo. Ceder-
stand, you also have the right under PA to file a correcting memo and to have it always 
with those records you may claim and not accurate. While I'm far from having all the records 
an as what I have encourages ems me to encourage you to take my advaice. They do terrible 
things - and believe it is right. 

4im will understand what you have written because I'll send your letter to his. His 
address, if you do not have it is (home) 1231 4 Bt., DI, 20024. Beet wishes, 
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